History 347: History of the Holocaust
Dr. L.M. Stallbaumer-Beishline
Lstallba@bloomu.edu

Spring III (24 March-13 May)
Online Synchronous 6:30-9:30 PM TuTh
Student Hours by Zoom: T & Th 5:30-6:30 PM and schedule something 😊

Required:
- Computer with mic + prefer webcam
- Internet connectivity
- Download readings in BOLT
- Check Husky email and Bolt regularly
- Ability to use BOLT & upload .docx

How will we know we got there:
- Participation
- Prior knowledge/perception Response
- 8 Quizzes on video lectures
- 5 TASS (Thinking about Secondary Sources)
- 6 DLEs (Document Log Entries)
- Final exam

Where we are going?
1. To evaluate primary and secondary sources to determine how Germany created a racial state and who all and how the decision was made to kill European Jews.
2. To examine the behavior of perpetrators of the final solution to determine if they were "ordinary men".
3. To comprehend how Jews responded to persecution during the killing years and specifically how they resisted.
4. To arrive at your own conclusions on whether or not Jews could have been rescued during the killing years and specifically contemplate whether or not the US did enough to provide aid or facilitate rescue.
5. To understand what survivors and victims recall about their experiences usually recorded in the aftermath of destruction.